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This book is part of the Small Guides to Big Issues series which provides accessible 
introductions to key current global challenges. The author examines pressing issues that 
haunt cities in developing countries.  
 
This book “looks at the integration of cities into the global economy and asks whether the 
disintegration of cultures and societies which accompanies it, is being adequately addressed 
by international organisations, governments and non-government organisations” (p.2). 
The focus is on “how cities of the South today replicate with uncanny precision the 
urban landscapes of early Industrial Britain” and considers “obstacles to their likely 
development in the image of the Western city” (p.5).  
 
Seabrook opens by confirming a familiar story that urban centers in the South are 
growing at prodigious rate, comparable to the patterns found in manufacturing towns 
and cities in the early industrial era in Britain and elsewhere. Effects of urbanization and 
globalization are stressed, particularly the negative transformations these have brought to 
cities in  form of congestion, crowding, insecurity, sickness, absence of basic services, 
unemployment and disaffection of large youthful populations. Perhaps the most striking 
difference between cities in the Industrial Age and contemporary cities in developing 
countries is that government interventions and reforms improved the situations during 
19th century industrialization whereas government failure to address similar problems in 
cities in the South has compelled the private sector and civil society to take over the 
state’s responsibilities.  
 
The first four chapters give descriptions of cities in developing countries and the 
contributing factors to their miserable conditions. Thus, in Chapter I, Seabrook argues 
that the distinction between urban and rural is hard to sustain and that few cities are 
prepared for this expansion. The infrastructure is not totally in place and legal 
frameworks are inadequate and defective. Yet, there is still influx of migration into cities 
because they are perceived to provide better life chances when the actual experience 
shows otherwise. This might be the greatest paradox of cities. The continuous urban 
growth is attributed primarily to migration, natural population growth and expansion of 
city boundaries while natural and man-made disasters are the secondary contributors. 
 
Asymmetry in development does exist among cities which points out the fact that they 
are not of homogenous character. Some urban centres have specific functions such as 
finance, tourism, industrial or regional headquarters of transnational companies. An 
insightful comment made at the end of the chapter is that the current patterns of cities 
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may just be a period of transition from the monumental city to the virtual community. 
This requires a rethinking of ideas of the built environment. This insight deserves more 
scrutiny as it offers an alternative to the more popular view that post-colonial cities are 
developing differently because of historical, geographical and socio-political features 
unique to their countries.  
 
Chapter 2 makes some comparisons between past and contemporary cities. The social 
effects are similar in terms of the neglect and squalor of the living conditions as well as 
the ingenuity of people to survive by working as child workers, street sellers, hawkers and 
prostitutes among others. The author also suggests that cities are remade in the image of 
Western cities but did not elaborate on how this is so.  
 
In Chapter 3, Seabrook provides case studies to illustrate Sassia Sassen’s “collapsing 
temporality” within cities and the variable rate to which they integrate into the global 
economy.  The concepts of world and non-world cities are introduced using the indices 
of population and ‘connectivity’ provided by Globalisation and World Cities Research 
group in assessing cities. He points out, however, that despite their size, some of these 
cities are “too poor to provide enough consumers for sophisticated international 
producer services” (p. 37).  
 
Chapter 4 depicts migrants to cities as coming from within their own country, tend to 
have low social status in society, some are seasonal migrants, and illegal migrants suffer 
worse fate with no power to negotiate over work. These harsh conditions have been 
prevalent long before the Industrial Revolution took place. However, there are new 
trends in the demographic process: migrants are young, women outnumber men and 
many older people are now coming to the city to join their children. All these patterns 
have resulted in changes, usually negative, in social relationships and expectations among 
family members.  
  
Chapter 5 examines the assumptions and associations about the poor held by many non-
government organizations and donors. The poor are depicted as “sexless, they don’t have 
extra marital affairs, and there are no lesbians or gay men, although there maybe 
prostitutes” (p.59), attributes which apparently make them devoid of human complexity 
that distinguishes them from the middle class. The author also defends the poor from the 
notion that they are agents of breakdown. He argues that they have managed to come up 
with a system of survival amidst the chaos in cities.  
An engaging discussion on dealing with slums is presented in Chapter 6. The policy of 
regularizaton and upgrading in addressing the squatting problem in developing countries 
has been favored over demolition. The social costs from displacement and resistance 
from informal settlers far outweigh the costs of tearing down and driving them away. 
Slum upgrading also addresses the problems of insecure land tenure and inadequate 
delivery of basic services by giving them an opportunity to eventually own land and 
having access to education, clean ater and improved waste management system.  
 
The next chapter provides accounts of exploitation experienced by poor people who 
work in the informal sector. In Chapter 8, cities are portrayed as places of fear with high 
incidence of crime, violence against women, extra-judicial killings and mental illness. The 
focus in Chapter 9 shifts to projects and activities by civil society and private sector to 
deal with many of the above issues. These initiatives are based on social networks that 
make available basic services to the urban poor when the government fails to perform its 
responsibilities.   
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The next chapter provides an analysis of how city boundaries have been stretched 
through land use coversion thereby displacing people from their rural homesteads and 
from their livelihood as well. The inability of the government to protect rural land from 
indiscriminate conversion by the private sector makes one think of the moral 
responsibilities that real estate developers and planners have in the development of cities 
in general. 
 
In Chapter 11, Seabrook demonstrates through specific examples the rural-urban 
linkages which often put rural areas at a disadvantage compared to their urban 
counterparts. Chapter 12 looks at a more successful side of city life: the “triumph of the 
middle class” manifested in the growth of affluent suburbs, gated communities and 
enclaves of luxury. Certainly, cities have provided this segment of population economic 
independence that allows them to rise in the social hierarchy.  
In the final chapter, the author presents his thoughts on the central theme of the book 
and considers the problems in the development of cities in the South in the image of the 
Western city.   
 
The book is designed to appeal to the popular end of the market. It is a useful first 
introduction to cities in developing countries for it certainly contributes to a better 
understanding of the life of poor people in cities and the causes of their problems. The 
updated statistics, reports, country case studies and narrations about real people capture 
the realities of everyday life in cities.  No book is perfect and this one is no exception. 
There are times when one hopes that the text was more organized than the way it is 
presented. There are also a handful of typographical errors (pp.7 estimateed and 25 
undertaken taken). The author also assumes that cities of the South are similar to those in 
Western model without examining this assertion more critically. This said, there is much 
value in the book in spite of its imperfections and deserves a readership beyond those 
who are interested in cities in developing countries. 
 
 
 
 
 
    


